PLANTING INSTRUCTIONS

THE WHAT, WHEN & HOW OF
SUCCESSFUL PLANTING
WRITTEN BY FAITH RAMSAY
It can seem scary taking a plant out of its cosy pot but as long
as you follow some basic rules, you can settle it into its new
home safely. So here we go:
Ground & Soil

Please make sure you are planting plants that are suitable
for your soil. The cause of most plant failures is because the
plant is in the wrong place or in the wrong soil. If you are
not sure, this is where horticulture specialists and planting
designers earn their money, so please do think about
working with one. Otherwise general advice can be found
on the RHS website (www.rhs.org.uk) or on a garden
website like Shoot (www.shootgardening.co.uk)
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If you are intending to do some planting, then it is worth
digging in some organic material like compost a week or two
beforehand if possible. Please try and use peat free compost as
it is better for the environment. If you are only reading this on
the day you are planting, then still dig in a little compost
through the soil anyway. Do not leave the compost sat on top
of the soil as it isn’t going to benefit the plants root system very
much there!
Bit of an obvious one this; but don’t plant if the ground is
frozen. If it’s only a light ground frost, then let the sun warm
the soil up or choose another day to plant!
On the other hand; if your ground is saturated or water-logged,
then again leave planting for another day, especially if you have
a clay based soil If the ground is dry, then do water it lightly
first before planting, but you can plant today!
Plants

I would always recommend having a bucket or trug full of
water and putting the plants in the bucket to soak for at least
20 minutes beforehand so they have a good drink
Pull off any surface weeds you may find on the top of the pot –
this is more common with more mature plants
It is important to get the plant out of the pot first so you can
see what size of rootball you are dealing with – some rootballs
are the same as the pot size, others can be smaller, depending
on when the plant was put in the pot
Getting the plants out of the pot can sometimes be tricky,
especially if they have been in it a while, but don’t be afraid to
give the pot a good bash on the bottom with one hand whilst
supporting the plant itself with your other hand
If the plant is stuck hard in the pot then try squashing the pot
sideways a couple of times to loosen the plant
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Laying Out the Plants

I would lay all the plants out first before you start planting.
That way you can move some around to adjust the layout even after I’ve done a planting plan, when I’m on site I tend to
adjust it as I am now seeing it in 3D and can see the plants
from all angles
You will need space between plants, especially ones from the
same season, so that they can grow outwards. It is very rare to
be planting fully mature plants so most of them will be
growing upwards and outward so you don’t have to be too
precise as you want the plants to blend together.
A design trick is always to plant in odd numbers ie 3s or 5s or
7s, rather than even numbers as otherwise we tend to plant in
a very ‘organised’ manner which looks less natural.
Try to avoid being too ‘dotty’ in your layout. You can create a
river of similar plants through a border as that always looks
nice but lots of single plants make a border look quite chaotic
Planting & Feeding

Now you are ready for the actual planting – so you need to dig
a hole marginally bigger than the rootball itself, so the soil
around the plant when it is in the ground will be loose. This
will make it easier for the roots to grow outwards and not
round in circles!
I tend to scatter a little organic fertiliser into the planting hole,
something like chicken manure, although it’s a bit smelly! Just
a scattering unless the soil is seriously depleted, which it can
be if it has previously had evergreen plants growing in it
Now you need to loosen the root ball and here you need to be
brave. Some plants are pot-bound – where the roots are
congested and go round and round in circles. You can be
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quite brutal pulling the roots out, don’t be afraid - you want
the roots to almost fan out like a little skirt so that they grow
away and out from the plant
Now place the plant in its planting hole and fill the gaps with
the soil you had dug out, press soil down with your heel or your
hand for very small plants to make sure there are no major air
pockets
Water the plant in at the base. It is always better to water
plants at the base as that means it will get to the roots.
Aftercare

Please keep watering the plants every 2-3 days. It is much
better for the plant to water the base well in either the
morning or the evening every couple of days, than merely to
sprinkle some water over the top leaves every day. We want
the roots to develop to ensure a nice sturdy plant
You don’t necessarily need to feed the plants immediately, but
a good organic plant tonic like Uncle Tom’s Plant Tonic is a
great one to use – follow the instructions on the bottle
And enjoy!
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